The Singing
Army
II Chronicles 20:2-30

U.S. Actions Over the Years
• French and Indian War; Revolutionary War; War
of 1812; Mexican War; Civil War; Spanish
American War; WWI; WWII; Korea; Cold War;
Vietnam; Gulf Wars – Afghanistan and Iraq.
• “Those who expect to reap the blessings of
freedom must, like men, undergo the fatigue of
supporting it.” Thomas Paine
• As our Nation celebrates its liberty and freedom
watch this principle:
– Liberty is the right to choose.
– Freedom is the result of right choices!

How Long Do We Have?
About time our 13 States adopted Constitution 1787, Alexander Tyler
History Prof @ Edinburgh University’ wrote about fall of the Athenian
Republic 2000yrs before.
“A democracy is always temporary in nature; it simply cannot exist as a
permanent form of government”
“A democracy will continue to exist up until the time voters discover
they can vote themselves generous gifts from the public treasury.”
“From that moment on, the majority always vote for the candidates
who promise the most benefits from the public treasury, with the
result that every democracy will finally collapse due to loose fiscal
policy, which is followed by dictatorship.”
“The average age of the world’s greatest civilizations from the
beginning of history, has been about 200 years.”
Bondage to faith; faith to great courage; courage to liberty; liberty to abundance; abundance to
complacency; complacency to apathy; apathy to dependence; dependence back to bondage.

The Singing Army

II Chron. 20:2-30

• The Nation was experiencing a return to the Lord
under King Jehoshaphat. 17:3-6,9; 19:7,9
• The day of Battle always comes. 1-2
• The Response: Resolve and Call 3-4
– Confident Prayer 6
– Faith expressed in Prayer 7-8
– Reliant Prayer 9 (Spiritual Rosin - Testimonies)

• The Assessment of Circumstance 10-12
– We have no greater power
– We do not know what to do

Help Comes from the Lord
Do Know to Follow His Leadership!
• He sends fresh Assurance 15 (Blessed Assurance 442)
– Do not be afraid or discouraged by the Battle to come
– The Battle is not yours but God’s.

• The requirement of active Obedience 16 -17
– March down against them!
– Take up your positions!
– Stand firm.
– See your deliverance.
– GO…not to fight but to see the Lord act.

The Actions of Obedience
• They got up early and had devotions! 20
• They selected a worship team to lead in praise
and holy music. 21 (Glorious Freedom 505)
• As they did so, God began to act. 22-23
• Delivered, they received more than they could
handle or imagine. 25-26
• They came home singing! 27-28
• The fear of God came upon all the kingdoms and
surrounding countries. 29
• The Kingdom of Singer knew peace. 30

Having All of Him, We Give All of Us

No Amounts No Bargains – Just Signed Our Name!

